
BE THEIR NEW BEGINNING foster
We’re in need of foster families in Colorado Springs, Denver and 
surrounding areas. 

Fostering saves lives. Every day we reluctantly turn away dogs needing to be rescued simply because  
we don’t have a place for them to go. For every dog we place in a foster home, we are able to save another.

We make fostering easy. Each foster comes with its own bowls, leash, collar and bedding.  
You provide the love and food; we pick up the vet bills. All fosters are spayed/neutered, fully  
vetted, micro-chipped and tagged. And advice is just a phone call or an e-mail away.

A truly rewarding experience. You’ll never forget the firsts ... the first time  
your foster dog wags its tail or plays. The joy it finds in running through grass ...  
or approaching you for a gentle caress. The first time you see happiness, rather  
than fear, in its eyes. These are some of the greatest rewards of fostering.

Fostering is tax-deductible. National Mill Dog Rescue is  
a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization. Many expenses incurred in  
caring for your foster dog are tax-deductible.

milldogrescue.org
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